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EXPERIMENT - 1: ADDITION & SUBTRACTION 

 
1.1 OBJECTIVE 
 
To add and subtract two 8 bit or 16-bit numbers residing in memory and store the result in memory. 
 
1.2 RESOURCES 
 

The 8086 Microprocessor kit, Power Supply, MASM 611 software. 
 
1.3 PROGRAM LOGIC 
 
We use ADD instruction for addition and SUB instruction for subtraction. ADD instruction adds an 
immediate data or contents of a memory location specified in the instruction or a register (source) 
to the contents of another register (destination) or memory location. The result is in the destination 
operand.  However, both the source and destination operands cannot be memory operands.  That 
means memory to memory addition is not possible.  Also the contents of the segment registers 
cannot be added using this instruction.  All the condition code flags are affected depending upon the 
result. 

Hence one of the operands is initially moved to AL OR AX. Then using the add instruction, 8 
bit or 16-bit addition is performed.  

The next arithmetic primitive is SUB. As discussed in ADD it permits the same modes of 

addressing. Hence moving the minuend to a register pair is necessary. Then the result is moved to a 

location in memory. 
 
1.4 PROCEDURE 
 

1. Enter the opcodes  from location 2000 which were generated using win862 on the 8086 
trainer kit  

2. In 8086 trainer kit, use GO command and enter starting address of your program, execute 
the program instruction by instruction  

3. Also execute the same program over MASM611 instruction by instruction(Use –T for single 
step execution), verify register contents and see that they are initialized to the required 
values.   

1.5 PRE LAB QUESTIONS 
 

1. What is a Register? What is the maximum size of any register in 8086? 
2. What are the different categories of registers supported by 8086? 
3. What is an addressing mode? What are different types of Addressing modes supported in 

8086? 
4. Define Opcode and Operand? 
5. What is Physical Address of Instruction? 
6. What is the purpose of the following instructions: 

a. MOV 
b. ADD 
c. ADC 
d. SBB 
e. SUB 
f. INT 3 

7. Write the instruction formats for the above instructions? 
 

1.6 LAB ASSIGNMENT 
  

1. Formulate an assembly language program to move the content in memory location 1100h 
into register BX and also move to register CX, and also store the content in CX in memory 
location 1300h.  
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2. Write an assembly language program to add and subtract the two 16-bit numbers using 

the program logic given in 1.3. (Use immediate and direct addressing modes).  

3. Write an assembly language program to add and subtract the two 8-bit numbers using the 

program logic given in 1.3. (Use immediate and direct addressing modes).   
4. Formulate an algorithm for the questions 1 & 2, and also draw the flowchart?  
5. Addition and Subtraction of two 8-bit operands stored at memory locations 2100 & 2105. 
6. Addition and Subtraction of two 16-bit operands stored at memory locations 2100 & 2105. 
7. Write a series of processor instructions & meta-statements for performing the Multi byte 

addition of two numbers. 
8. Write a series of processor instructions & meta-statements for performing the Multi byte 

subtraction of two numbers. 
 
1.7 POST LAB QUESTIONS 

 
1. Calculate the physical address for the given data.  DS=1000h, BP=1234h. 

2. Derive the opcodes for the instructions used in your program? 

3. What is the purpose of HLT instruction?  

4. What happens if the result is greater than 16bit?  

5. Give the steps to calculate physical address?  

6. If carry is set to 1 before subtraction what is the instruction to be used?  

7. What is the difference between MOV AX, [1100] and MOV [1200], AX?  

1.8 INPUT & OUTPUT 

      Addition: 

        

      Subtraction: 

 

 

 Memory Address Data 1 Data 2 

Input 3000 02H F3H 

 3001 05H F2H 

Output 3002 07H(sum) E5H(sum) 

 3003 00H(carry) 01H(carry) 

 Memory Address Data 1 Data 2 

Input 3000 04H 0AH 

 3001 02H 0BH 

Output 3002 02H(difference) 01H(difference) 

 3003 00H(sign) 01H(sign) 
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EXPERIMENT - 2: MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION 
 
2.1 OBJECTIVE 
 
To perform multiplication and division arithmetic operations over two 8 bit or 16-bit numbers. 
 
2.2 RESOURCES 
 

The 8086 Microprocessor kit, Power Supply, MASM 611 software.  
 
2.3 PROGRAM LOGIC 
 

The 8086 Processor provides both signed and unsigned multiply in their instruction set to 

overcome the loss of efficiency in performing the repeated addition. 

For multiplication, we use MUL instruction and for division we use DIV instruction.MUL 

instruction multiplies unsigned byte or word by the content of AL. The unsigned byte or word may 

be in any one of the general-purpose register or memory locations. The most significant word of 

result is stored in DX, while the least significant word of the result is stored in AX. All the flags are 

modified depending upon the result. Immediate operand is not allowed in this instruction. 

DIV instruction divides an unsigned word or double word by a 16-bit or 8-bit operand. The 

dividend must be in AX for 16-bit operation and divisor may be specified using any one of the 

addressing modes except immediate. The result will be in AL (quotient) while AH will contain the 

remainder. If the result is too big to fit in AL, type 0(divide by zero) interrupt is generated. In case of 

a double word dividend (32-bit), the higher word should be in DX and lower word should be in AX. 
 
2.4 PROCEDURE 
 

1. Enter the opcodes  from location 2000 which were generated using win862 on the 8086 
trainer kit  

2. In 8086 trainer kit, use GO command and enter starting address of your program, execute 
the program instruction by instruction  

3. Also execute the same program over MASM611 instruction by instruction (Use –T for single 
step execution), verify register contents and see that they are initialized to the required 
values.   

2.5 PRE LAB QUESTIONS  
 

1. Which registers should be used for performing MUL and DIV? 
2. Name the registers in which output will be stored after MUL & DIV operation? 
3. What is the purpose of the following instructions: 

a. MOV 
b. DIV 
c. MUL 
d. IMUL 
e. IDIV 
f. INT 3 

4. Write the instruction formats for the above instructions? 
5. What is a Flag register?  
6. From which address the 8086 starts execution after reset?  

 
 

2.6 LAB ASSIGNMENT:  
1. Formulate an assembly language program to move the content in memory location 1100h 

into register BX and also move to register CX, and also store the content in CX in memory 
location 1300h.(Use based indexed addressing mode)  
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2. Compose an assembly language program to multiply two 16-bit numbers using the 
program logic given in 2.3. (Use immediate and direct addressing modes) 

3. Write an assembly language program to multiply two 8-bit numbers using the program 
logic given in 2.3. (Use immediate and direct addressing modes) 

4. Multiplication and Division of two 8-bit operands stored at memory locations 2100 & 
2105. 

5. Multiplication and Division of two 16-bit operands stored at memory locations 2100 & 
2105. 

6. Write an assembly language program to perform division operation over two 16-bit 
numbers using the program logic given in 2.3. (Use immediate and direct addressing 
modes) 

7. Formulate an algorithm for the questions 1 & 2 and also draw the flowchart?  
 

 
2.7 POST LAB QUESTIONS:  

 
1. Derive the opcodes for the instructions used in your program? 

2. List out the type of addressing modes used in your program.  
 

3. If result exceeds 32 bit in multiplication, where is it stored?  
 

4. What is the name given to the register combination DX: AX?  
  

5. What is the instruction used for signed division and signed multiplication?  
 

6. In the above program instead of DIV BX, is it possible to use DIV num2?  
 

7. Where the remainder produced in 16 bit division is stored?  
 

2.8 INPUT & OUTPUT 

Multiplication: 

             Division: 

 

 Memory Address Data 1 Data 2 

Input 3000 02H 02H 

 3001 04H 06H 

Output 3002 08H(LSB of Product) 0CH( LSB of Product ) 

 3003 00H(MSB of Product) 00H( MSB of Product ) 

 Memory Address Data 1 Data 2 

Input 3000 08H 0AH 

 3001 02H 05H 

Output 3002 04H(Quotient) 02H( Quotient ) 

 3003 00H(Remainder) 00H( Remainder ) 
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EXPERIMENT - 3: SUM OF SERIES OF NUMBERS 

 
3.1 OBJECTIVE 
 

To find the sum of a series of 8-bit or 16 bit numbers in a given array of 6 numbers.  
3.2 RESOURCES 
 

The 8086 Microprocessor kit, Power Supply. 
 
3.3 PROGRAM LOGIC 
 

In this program, we need to calculate the sum of 6 numbers. The initial sum is assumed as 

zero. Initially, the resulting sum of the first two numbers will be stored. To this sum, the third 

number will be added. This procedure will be repeated till all the numbers in the series are added. 

The sum procedure here is to be repeated for 6 times as there are 6 numbers. So here the value 6 

will be stored in counter register CX.  

To implement the counter checking logic, we can do it in any one of the following ways: 

a. A conditional JUMP instruction will be used to implement the counter checking logic. 

b. An unconditional Loop instruction can be used to implement the counter checking logic 

with the help of CX register. 
 
3.4 PROCEDURE 
 

1. Enter the opcodes  from location 2000 which were generated using win862 on the 8086 
trainer kit  

2. In 8086 trainer kit, use GO command and enter starting address of your program, 
execute the program instruction by instruction  

3. Also execute the same program over MASM611 instruction by instruction (Use –T for 
single step execution), verify register contents and see that they are initialized to the 
required values.   

3.5 PRE LAB QUESTIONS  
 

1. Draw the flowchart to find the sum of series of 8-bit numbers in a given array of 10 

numbers?  

2. Which register can be used to store the counter value for repeating any execution over a 

specified number of times? 

3. What are Assembler Directives? 

4. What is a LABEL? 

5. Identify and list all the mnemonics, Assembler Directives, LABEL to be used in this 

program? 

6. Which one allocates addresses or memory locations for all the data, mnemonics, 

Assembler Directives, LABEL used in this program? 

7. What is the purpose of the following instructions: 

(a) MOV 

(b) ADD 

(c) LOOP 

(d) JMP 

(e) REP 

(f) JZ 

(g) XCHG 

8.  Give the instruction formats for the above instructions? 
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3.6 LAB ASSIGNMENT 
  

1. Formulate a program to find the sum of series of SIX 8-bit numbers for the given logic. 
2. Write a program to find the sum of series of SIX 16-bit numbers for the given logic. 
3. Formulate a program to find the sum of series of SIX 8-bit numbers for the given logic and 

the result should be 16 bit length. 
4. Calculate the sum of n natural numbers 
5. Calculate the sum of squares of  n numbers 
6. Calculate the sum of cubes of  n numbers 
7. Calculate the arithmetic mean of n numbers 

 
 
3.7 POST LAB QUESTIONS 

 
1. Derive the opcodes for the instructions used in your program? 

2. In our program, List out the instructions which are not affected by the flags.  

3. List out the type of addressing modes used in your program.  
4. List the flags which were affected in this program? 

 
3.8 INPUT AND OUTPUT 

 

Memory Address data 

3000 01H 

3001 02H 

3002 04H 

3003 05H 

3004 0AH 

3005 0CH 

3006 22H(sum of 6 numbers) 
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EXPERIMENT - 4: COMPLIMENT OPERATION 

 4.1 OBJECTIVE 
 

To write an assembly language program to find one’s compliment and two’s compliment of 

given value. 
 
4.2 RESOURCES 
 

The 8086 Microprocessor kit, Power Supply, MASM 611 software. 
 
4.3 PROGRAM LOGIC 
 
The one’s compliment of a given operand can be obtained by inverting 1’s to 0’s and vice versa. The NOT 

instruction complements (inverts) the contents of an operand register or a memory location bit by bit. The 

two’s compliment is obtained by adding 1 to one’s compliment result. This can be done by using ADD 

instruction or just by using INC instruction.  

4.4 PROCEDURE 
 

1. Enter the opcodes  from location 2000 which were generated using win862 on the 
8086 trainer kit  

2. In 8086 trainer kit, use GO command and enter starting address of your program, 
execute the program instruction by instruction  

3. Also execute the same program over MASM611 instruction by instruction (Use –T 
for single step execution), verify register contents and see that they are initialized to 
the required values.  

 

4.5 PRE-LAB QUESTIONS 
1 Draw the flow chart for obtaining one’s and two’s compliment for a given operand? 
2 What is the purpose of the following instructions: 

a. MOV 
b. INC 
c. NOT 
d. INC 
e. CMC 
f. AND 
g. OR 
h. XOR 

3 Write the instruction formats for the above instructions? 
4 Do the contents of flag register will change after compliment operation?  

4.6 LAB ASSIGNMENT 
 

1 Formulate an Assembly Language Program to find one’s compliment and two’s 
compliment of a given 8-bit operand. 

2 Write an Assembly Language Program to find one’s compliment and two’s 
compliment of a given 16-bit operand. 

4.7 POST-LAB QUESTIONS 
 

1. Derive the opcodes for the instructions used in the program? 

2. How many bytes of memory are needed for the following instructions: 

a) NOT AX 

b) NOT AL 

c) INC  AX 

d) INC BL 
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4.8 INPUT AND OUTPUT 

 Data=04H 

One’s compliment 0Bh 

Two’s compliment 0Ch 
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EXPERIMENT - 5: SHIFT OPERATION 

 5.1 OBJECTIVE 
 

To write an assembly language program to implement shift instruction on given operand. 
 
5.2 RESOURCES 
 

The 8086 Microprocessor kit, Power Supply, MASM 611 software. 
 
5.3 PROGRAM LOGIC 
 
The Shift instruction is used to shift the bits towards left or right by one bit position. The count which gives 

the number of times it should apply shift instruction is stored in CL.  

Shift Left instructions shift the operand word or byte bit by bit to the left and insert zeros in the newly 

introduced least significant bits.  

Shift logical right instruction performs bit-wise right shifts on the operand word or byte that may reside in 

a register or a memory location, by the specified count in the instruction and inserts zeros in the shifted 

positions. 

Shift Arithmetic Right instruction performs right shifts on the operand word or byte, that may be a register 

or a memory location by the specified count in the instruction and inserts the most significant bit of the 

operand to the newly inserted positions. 

5.4 PROCEDURE 
 

1. Enter the opcodes  from location 2000 which were generated using win862 on the 
8086 trainer kit  

2. In 8086 trainer kit, use GO command and enter starting address of your program, 
execute the program instruction by instruction  

3. Also execute the same program over MASM611 instruction by instruction (Use –T 
for single step execution), verify register contents and see that they are initialized to 
the required values.  

5.5 PRE-LAB QUESTIONS 
1 Write the instruction formats for the above instructions? 
2 What is the purpose of the following instructions: 

a. MOV 
b. SAL/SHL 
c. SAR 
d. SHR 

3 Write the instruction formats for the above instructions? 
4 Do the contents of flag register will change after SHIFT operation?  

5.6 LAB ASSIGNMENT 
 

1 Formulate an Assembly Language Program to implement shift left operation by one 
bit on given operand. 

2 Write an Assembly Language Program to implement shift left operation by two bits 
on given operand. 

3 Compose an Assembly Language Program to count the number of one’s and zero’s 
of a given binary operand using shift operations?  

4 Write an Assembly Language Program to find whether the given number is even or 
odd using shift instructions? 
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5.7 POST-LAB QUESTIONS 
 

1. Derive the opcodes for the instructions used in the program? 

2. Give the flags which are affected after performing the following operations: 

a) Shift left    b) Shift Arithmetic right     c) Shift logical right 

3. How many bytes of memory are needed for the following instructions: 

SHL AX,02 

 

5.8 INPUT AND OUTPUT 

 Shift operation for 1 time Shift Operation for 2 times 

 Data=03H Data=03H 

Shift Left 06H 0CH 

Shift Logical Right 01H(carry=1) 00H(carry=1) 
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EXPERIMENT - 6: ROTATE OPERATIONS 

 6.1 OBJECTIVE 
 

To write an assembly language program to implement rotate instructions on given operand. 
 
6.2 RESOURCES 
 

The 8086 Microprocessor kit, Power Supply, MASM 611. 
 
6.3 PROGRAM LOGIC 
 
ROR: Rotate Right without Carry: This instruction rotates the contents of the destination operand to 
the right (bit- wise) either by one or by the count specified in CL, excluding carry. The least significant 
bit is pushed into the carry flag and simultaneously it is transferred into the most significant bit 
position at each operation. The remaining bits are shifted right by the specified positions.  
ROL: Rotate Left without Carry: This instruction rotates the content of the destination operand to 
the left by the specified count (bit-wise) excluding carry. The most significant bit is pushed into the 
carry flag as well as the least significant bit position at each operation. The remaining bits are shifted 
left subsequently by the specified count positions. 
RCR: Rotate Right Through Carry: This instruction rotates the contents (bit-wise) of the destination 
operand right by the specified count through carry flag (CF)  For each operation, the carry flag is 
pushed into the MSB of the operand, and the LSB is pushed into carry flag. The remaining bits are 
shifted right by the specified count positions. 
RCL: Rotate Left through Carry: This instruction rotates (bit-wise) the contents of the destination 
operand left by the specified count through the carry flag (CF). For each operation, the carry flag is 
pushed into LSB, and the MSB of the operand is pushed into carry flag. The remaining bits are shifted 
left by the specified positions. 
 For all the above instructions, the count is stored in CL. 
6.4 PROCEDURE 
 

1. Enter the opcodes  from location 2000 which were generated using win862 on the 
8086 trainer kit  

2. In 8086 trainer kit, use GO command and enter starting address of your program, 
execute the program instruction by instruction  

3. Also execute the same program over MASM611 instruction by instruction (Use –T 
for single step execution), verify register contents and see that they are initialized to 
the required values.  

 
6.5 PRE-LAB QUESTIONS  

1 What is the purpose of the following instructions: 
a. MOV 
b. ROL 
c. ROR 
d. RCR 
e. RCL 
f. XCHG 

2 Write the instruction formats for the above instructions? 
3 Do the contents of flag register will change after any Rotate operation?  
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6.6 LAB ASSIGNMENT 
 

1 Formulate an Assembly Language Program to reverse a given 8-bit operand using 
rotate instructions? 

2 Compose an Assembly Language Program to reverse a given 16-bit operand using 
rotate instructions? 

3 Write an Assembly Language Program to implement all rotate instructions on given 
operand and observe the results for each type of rotate operation? 

 
6.7 POST-LAB QUESTIONS 
 

1. Derive the opcodes for the instructions used in the program? 
2. Give the flags which are affected after performing the following operations: 

a) ROL 
b) ROR 
c) RCR 
d) RCL 

3. How many bytes of memory are needed for the following instructions: 
a) ROR 
b) ROL 
c) RCR 
d) RCL 

 

6.8 INPUT AND OUTPUT 

  

Data=21H Rotate left Rotate Right 

Result after rotation 1 time 90 42 

Result after rotation 2 times 48 84 

Result after rotation 3 times 26 09 

Result after rotation 4 times 12(reverse of given data) 12(reverse of given data) 
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EXPERIMENT - 7: MASKING OF BITS 

 7.1 OBJECTIVE 
 

To do masking of bits to know the previous state of bit which is hidden or masked? 

 
7.2 RESOURCES 
 

The 8086 Microprocessor kit, Power Supply, MASM 611 software. 
 
7.3 PROGRAM LOGIC 
To Mask Upper Nibble or lower nibble, for that number should be loaded into the register and 
operation should be implemented on that loaded number .Calculated result should be displayed in 
the output.          
The masking of bits is done with the help of AND instruction. Perform ANDing of LSB or MSB nibble 
bits with 0. Do AND each bit which is to be masked with 0. 
 
7.4 PROCEDURE 
 

1. Enter the opcodes  from location 2000 which were generated using win862 on the 
8086 trainer kit  

2. In 8086 trainer kit, use GO command and enter starting address of your program, 
execute the program instruction by instruction  

3. Also execute the same program over MASM611 instruction by instruction (Use –T 
for single step execution), verify register contents and see that they are initialized to 
the required values.  

 
7.5 PRE-LAB QUESTIONS  

1 What is the purpose of the following instructions: 
a. MOV 
b. CMP 
c. ROL 
d. JBE 
e. JNZ 
f. DEC 
g. AND 

2 Write the instruction formats for the above instructions? 
3 Do the contents of flag register will change after masking of bits?  

 
7.6 LAB ASSIGNMENT 
 

1. Using Assembly Language Programming, Write a series of processor instructions to: 
a) mask off least significant nibble bits of a byte length number 
b) mask off most significant nibble bits of a byte length number 
c) Clear bit 0, 1, 6 positions of given byte length operand. 

 
7.7 POST-LAB QUESTIONS 
 

1. Derive the opcodes for the instructions used in the program? 
2. Give the flags which are affected after performing the code conversion? 
3. How many bytes of memory are needed for the following instructions: 
  CMP DL,O9 
  AND AL,0FH 
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7.8 INPUT AND OUTPUT 

            Input data: AL=FFH 

                     Bit mask = F0H 

            AND operation of AL with bit mask gives masking of lower nibble bits of data 

Result=AL=F0H
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EXPERIMENT - 8: CODE CONVERSION 

 8.1 OBJECTIVE 
 

To perform code conversion i.e. conversion of two ASCII values to packed BCD. 

 
8.2 RESOURCES 
 

The 8086 Microprocessor kit, Power Supply, MASM 611 software. 
 
8.3 PROGRAM LOGIC 

For converting 2 ASCII values to packed BCD number, The following steps should be done: 
1. Convert two ASCII values into unpacked BCD format(use masking of bits concept) 
2. Convert unpacked BCD numbers to packed BCD numbers(use rotate, OR operaton) 

Unpacked to packed BCD: To pack a two-byte unpacked BCD number into a single byte 
creating a packed BCD number, shift the upper byte left four times, then OR the results with 
the lower byte. 
For example, 
0000 0111 0000 1001(unpacked BCD)  = 0111 1001(packed BCD) 
 0000 0111 << 4  = 0111 0000 (SHIFT LEFT 4) 
0111 0000 + 0000 1001  = 0111 1001 (OR) 
Unpacked BCD to Binary:  To convert from a two-byte unpacked BCD to a binary number, 
multiply the most significant byte of the BCD by decimal ten, then add the product to the 
least significant byte. 
For example, 
00001001 00000010(unpacked BCD) = 01011100(base 2) 

  0000 1001  =   9 

× 0000 1010 

 

 =  10(base 10) 

  0101 1010  =  90(base 10) 

  

  0101 1010  =  90(base 10) 

+ 0000 0010 

 

 =   2 

  0101 1100  =  92(base 10) 

8.4 PROCEDURE 
 

1. Enter the opcodes  from location 2000 which were generated using win862 on the 
8086 trainer kit  

2. In 8086 trainer kit, use GO command and enter starting address of your program, 
execute the program instruction by instruction  

3. Also execute the same program over MASM611 instruction by instruction (Use –T 
for single step execution), verify register contents and see that they are initialized to 
the required values.  

 
 
8.5 PRE-LAB QUESTIONS  

1 What is the purpose of the following instructions: 
a. MOV 
b. XLAT 
c. ROL 
d. ROR 
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e. HLT 
f. XCHG 

2 Write the instruction formats for the above instructions? 
3 Do the contents of flag register will change after any code conversion operation?  

 
 

8.6 LAB ASSIGNMENT 
 

Using Assembly Language Programming, Write a series of processor instructions to perform 

the following conversions: 

a. Unpacked BCD number to packed BCD number and vice versa 

b. Unpacked BCD number to Binary number 

 
8.7 POST-LAB QUESTIONS  

1. Derive the opcodes for the instructions used in the program? 
2. Give the flags which are affected after performing the code conversion? 
3. How many bytes of memory are needed for the following instructions: 

a. MOV CL,COUNT 
b. ROR AL,CL 
c. AND AL,0FH 
d. HLT 

 

8.8 INPUT AND OUTPUT 

        Input: 

             Two ascii values AL=’6’   BL=’8’ 

       Output: 

            AL=68H(packed BCD format) 
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EXPERIMENT 9: FIND BIGGER AND SMALLER NUMBER 

9.1 OBJECTIVE 
 

To find the largest and smallest number in an array of data. 
 
9.2 RESOURCES 
 

The 8086 Microprocessor kit, Power Supply, MASM 611 software. 
 
9.3 PROGRAM LOGIC 
 

To find the largest number in any given array, the contents of the array must be compared 

with an arbitrary biggest number. The first number of the array is taken in a register AL. The second 

number of the array is compared with the first one. If the first one is greater than the second one, it 

is left unchanged. However if the second one is greater than the first, the second number replaces 

the first one in the AL register. The procedure is repeated for every number in the array and thus it 

requires n iterations. At the end of nth iteration the largest number will reside in the register AL. 
 

For smallest number the above said logic is repeated but, If the first number is smaller than 

the second one it is left unchanged. Otherwise the second number replaces the first number in the 

AL register. 
 
9.4 PROCEDURE  

 
1. Enter the opcodes  from location 2000 which were generated using win862 on the 

8086 trainer kit  
2. In 8086 trainer kit, use GO command and enter starting address of your program, 

execute the program instruction by instruction  
3. Also execute the same program over MASM611 instruction by instruction(Use –T for 

single step execution), verify register contents and see that they are initialized to the 
required values.  

 
9.5 PRE-LAB QUESTIONS  

 
1. Draw the flowchart to find the largest and smallest number of an array?  
2. What is the similarity and difference between Subtract and Compare Instruction?  
3. What are the addressing modes are used in your program?  
4. Initialize register CX to value FFFF and register AX to value 0000, write a program to 

exchange the contents of both these register?  
5. What is the purpose of the following instructions: 

a. MOV 
b. CMP 
c. JB 
d. INC 
e. LOONZ 
f. LOOPZ 
g. JAE 
h. LOOP 

6.    Write the instruction formats for the above instructions? 
7. Logic calculations are done in which type of registers?  
8. In an 8086 microprocessor program, data and stack memory occupies uniform 

memory space. State true or false?  
9. Explain cross-compiler, linker, editor and debugger?  
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9.6 LAB ASSIGNMENT  
1. Formulate an assembly language program to find largest of two given numbers 
2. Write an assembly language program to find smallest of two given numbers  
3. Compose an assembly language program to find largest and smallest number in a 

given array of data.  
4. Write an algorithm and draw the flowchart for the above mentioned questions.  

 
9.7 POST-LAB QUESTIONS  

1. What is the purpose of MOV DS, AX?  
2. Derive the opcodes for the instructions used in your program? 
3. What will be the status of flags after executing the program?  
4. What are the addressing modes are used in our program?  
5. What is the difference between JUMP and LOOP instructions?  
6. What instructions are needed to add AL, 3L and DL together, and place the result in 

CL? Do not destroy BL or DL.  
7. Show the instruction needed to count the number of 1’s found in AL. For example if 

AL contains 10110001, the number of 1’s is 4.  
8. What is purpose served by CX register?  

 
9.8 INPUT AND OUTPUT 

        Largest Number:                  

 

 

  

Memory 

Address 
Data 1 Data 2 

INPUT  3000 09 01 

3001 06 0D 

3002 01 09 

3003 04 07 

3004 07 08 

OUTPUT   

3010 09 0D 

Smallest Number: 

Memory 
Address 

Data 1 Data 2 

INPUT  

3000 
09 01 

3001 06 0D 

3002 01 09 

3003 04 07 

3004 07 08 

OUTPUT   

3010 01 01 
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EXPERIMENT - 10: SEARCHING AND SORTING 

 10.1 OBJECTIVE 
 

To write an assembly language program to arrange a given series of numbers in ascending and 

descending order. 
 
10.2 RESOURCES 
 

The 8086 Microprocessor kit, Power Supply, MASM 611 software. 
 
10.3 PROGRAM LOGIC 
 

To arrange the given numbers in ascending and descending order, the bubble sorting 

method is used. Initially the first number of the series is compared with the second one. If the first 

number is greater than second, exchange their positions in the series otherwise leave the position 

unchanged. Then compare the second number in the recent form of the series with third and repeat 

the exchange part that you are carried out for the first and second number, and for all the remaining 

number of the series. Repeat this procedure for complete series (n-1) times. After n-1 iterations you 

will get the largest number at the end of the series. Again start from the first number of the series. 

Repeat the same procedure right from the first element to the last element. After n-2 iteration you 

will get the second highest number at the last but one place in the series. Repeat this till the 

complete series is arranged in ascending order. 

10.4PROCEDURE 
 

1. Enter the opcodes  from location 2000 which were generated using win862 on the 
8086 trainer kit  

2. In 8086 trainer kit, use GO command and enter starting address of your program, 
execute the program instruction by instruction  

3. Also execute the same program over MASM611 instruction by instruction (Use –T 
for single step execution), verify register contents and see that they are initialized to 
the required values.   

10.5 PRE-LAB QUESTIONS 
1 Draw the flow chart to arrange a given series of numbers in ascending and descending 

order. 
2 What is the purpose of the following instructions: 

a. MOV 
b. INC 
c. DEC 
d. CMP 
e. JNB 
f. JE 
g. JNE 
h. JNA 
i. LOOP 
j. XCHG 

3 Write the instruction formats for the above instructions? 
4 In given program how many times DEC and JNZ instructions are executed? 
5 What will be content in AX register after executing the program? 

MOV AX, 00FF 
MOV CL, 05 
REPEAT: INC AX 
DEC CL 
JNZ REPEAT 
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10.6 LAB ASSIGNMENT 
 

1 Compose an Assembly Language Program to Sort the given byte length numbers in 
ascending order and also in descending order using bubble sort or insertion sort 

2 Formulate an Assembly Language Program to Search for a given substring whether it 
is present in main string or not 

3 Write an Assembly Language Program for finding given key value on given word 
length integers by using  binary search 

 
10.7 POST-LAB QUESTIONS 
 

1. What is the purpose of XCHG instruction?  
2. What is the use of PUSH and POP instruction?  
3. Derive the opcodes for the instructions used in the programs? 
4. Write an assembly language program in 8086 to sort the given array of 16-bit 

numbers in descending order.  
5. What do square brackets means when they appear in an operand?  

 
10.8 INPUT AND OUTPUT 

          Sorting: 

 

 
Memory 

Address 
Data 1 Data 2 

INPUT  3000 09 0E 

3001 06 0D 

3002 01 0F 

3003 04 0B 

3004 07 08 

OUTPUT   

3000 01 08 

3001 04 0B 

3002 06 0D 

3003 07 0E 

3004 09 0F 
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EXPERIMENT - 11: STRING MANIPULATIONS 

11.1 OBJECTIVE 
 

To performing string manipulation operations on the string stored in the memory 

11.2 RESOURCES 

        The 8086 Microprocessor kit, Power Supply, MASM 611 software. 
 
11.3 PROGRAM LOGIC 
       To do any operation on strings, first string should be defined. The defined string will be stored in 
memory with some offset address. The offset address should be loaded into SI register. If you are 
comparing two strings or moving a string from one location to another, source string offset address 
should be in SI and destination offset address is stored in DI. This is done with the help of LEA 
instruction. The length of the string should be stored in CX which serves as counter in doing any 
string manipulations. For comparison of strings, use COMPS instruction. For moving a string from 
one location to another, use MOVS instruction. 
 
11.4PROCEDURE 
 

1. Enter the opcodes  from location 2000 which were generated using win862 on the 
8086 trainer kit  

2. In 8086 trainer kit, use GO command and enter starting address of your program, 
execute the program instruction by instruction  

3. Also execute the same program over MASM611 instruction by instruction (Use –T 
for single step execution), verify register contents and see that they are initialized to 
the required values.  

 
 
11.5 PRE-LAB QUESTIONS  

1 What is the purpose of the following instructions: 
a. MOV 
b. CMP 
c. MOVSB 
d. MOVSW 
e. JNE 
f. LEA 
g. INT 21 
h. INC 

2 Write the instruction formats for the above instructions? 
3 What is the use of assembler directive “OFFSET”? 
4 What is the use of Direction Flag? 
5 Do the contents of flag register will change after performing any string manipulations?  

 
11.6 LAB ASSIGNMENT 
 

Using Assembly Language Programming, Write a series of processor instructions to do the 
following string manipulations: 

a) Program to Compare  two given strings 

b) Program for inserting a character into a string 

c) Move block of data from one memory location to another memory location 
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11.7 POST-LAB QUESTIONS 
 

1. Derive the opcodes for the instructions used in the program? 
2. Give the flags which are affected after execution of your program? 
3. What does the direction flag value indicates if D=1 and also if D=0? 
4. How many bytes of memory are needed for the following instructions: 

a) LEA SI,STR1 
b) JNE L2 
c) INC SI 
d) INC DI 

 

11.8 INPUT AND OUTPUT 

Moving block of data: 

INPUT                             DATA  
2000H (Block Size)        05  
 
2001H                                  12 
2002H                                  34 
2003H                                  56 
2004H                                  78 
2005H                                  9A 

OUTPUT 
3000H                                 12 
3001H                                 34 
3002H                                 56 
3003H                                 78 

3004H                                 9A
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EXPERIMENT -12: GENERAL PROGRAMS 

12.1 OBJECTIVE 
 
To find GCD and Factorial of given operand. Also to authenticate the password of length 3 bytes. 

 

12.2 RESOURCES 

        The 8086 Microprocessor kit, Power Supply, MASM 611 software. 
 
12.3 PROGRAM LOGIC 
GCD: Program should load two registers with two Numbers and then apply the logic for GCD of two 
numbers. GCD of two numbers is performed by dividing the greater number by the smaller number 
till the remainder is zero. If it is zero, the divisor is the GCD if not the remainder and the divisors of 
the previous division are the new set of two numbers. The process is repeated by dividing greater of 
the two numbers by the smaller number till the remainder is zero and GCD is found. 
Procedure for BCD to 7 segment conversion: Initialize the data segment. Load the offset of look up 
table in BX. Load AL with key i.e. digit whose 7 segment code is to be found. Compute 7 segment 
code using XLAT instruction. Then display the result. 
 
12.4PROCEDURE:  
 

1. Enter the opcodes  from location 2000 which were generated using win862 on the 
8086 trainer kit  

2. In 8086 trainer kit, use GO command and enter starting address of your program, 
execute the program instruction by instruction  

3. Also execute the same program over MASM611 instruction by instruction (Use –T 
for single step execution), verify register contents and see that they are initialized to 
the required values.  

 
12.5 PRE-LAB QUESTIONS  

1 What is the purpose of the following instructions: 
a. MOV 
b. DEC 
c. LOOP 
d. INT 3 
e. JBE 
f. AND 
g. JNZ 
h. ROL 
i. XLAT 

2 Write the instruction formats for the above instructions? 
3 What is the use of assembler directive “ASSUME”, “OFFSET”? 
4 Do the contents of flag register will change after calculating gcd and factorial?  

12.6 LAB ASSIGNMENT 
 

1. Using Assembly Language Programming, Write a series of processor instructions to do 
the following string manipulations: 
a) Find GCD and LCM for given two byte length numbers 
b) Find the factorial for the given number 
c) Find square root of given number 
d) Write ALP program for converting Celsius to Fahrenheit and vice versa. 
e) Write ALP for counting the number of odd and even numbers in a given array? 
f) Write ALP for converting uppercase letter to lower case and vice versa? 
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2. Write a series of 8086 processor instructions by using Assembly Language Programming for 

checking the password of length 3 bytes entered through keyboard whether it is matching 

with the system password stored at FF00H. 

3. Write a series of processor instructions by using Assembly Language Programming for the 

following scenario: Assume a look up table of 16 entries, each of which is byte length and a 

nibble length key value, look up the table to find the conversion value. Set up the table to 

permit BCD to 7-segment code conversion. 

12.7 POST-LAB QUESTIONS 
 

1. Derive the opcodes for the instructions used in the program? 
2. Give the flags which are affected after calculating GCD & Factorial? 
3. How many bytes of memory are needed for the following instructions: 

a) CMP 
b) INC SI 
c) DEC DI 

 

12.8 INPUT AND OUTPUT 

         Factorial: 

AL=05h 

 Output: AL=78H 

GCD: 

      First number=AL=0Ah 

Second number=BL=05h 

GCD is 05h
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EXPERIMENT -13: INTERFACING PROGRAMS 

13.1 OBJECTIVE 
 
To do interfacing of 8086 with 8255, DAC, ADC, stepper motor. 

13.2 RESOURCES 

        The 8086 Microprocessor kit, Power Supply. 
 
13.3 Explanation 
I/O INTERFACING: There are three major types of data transfer between the microcomputer and I/O 
device. They are: 
1. Programmed I/O: In programmed I/O the data transfer is accomplished through an I/O port and 
controlled by software. 
2. Interrupt driven I/O: In interrupt driven I/O, the I/O device will interrupt the processor, and 
initiate data transfer. 
3. Direct memory access (DMA): In DMA, the data transfer between memory and I/O can be 
performed by bypassing the microprocessor. 
 
INTERFACING I/O AND PERIPHERAL DEVICES: 

1. For data transfer from input device to processor the following operations are performed. 

• The input device will load the data to the port. 

• When the port receives a data, it sends message to the processor to read the data. 

• The processor will read the data from the port. 

• After a data have been read by the processor the input device will load the next data into the 

port. 

 

2. For data transfer from processor to output device the following operations are performed. 

• The processor will load the data to the port. 
• The port will send a message to the output device to read the data. 
• The output device will read the data from the port. 
• After the data have been read by the output device the processor can load the next data to the 
port.  
• The various INTEL 110 port devices are 8212, 8155/8156, 8255, 8355 and 8755. 

8255: 

It has 3 numbers of 8-bit parallel I/O ports (port A, B and C). 
• Port-A can be programmed in mode-0 mode-1 or mode-2 as input or output port. 
• Port-B can be programmed in mode-1 and mode-2 as 1/Oport. 
• When ports A and B are in mode-0, the port-C can be used as I/O port.  
• One logic low chip select (CS) pin.  
• It requires four internal addresses 

 

 

 

 

 

Internal Device A1 A0 

Port A 0 0 

Port B 0 1 

Port C 1 0 

Control Register 1 1 
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INTERFACING STEPPER MOTOR WITH 8086: 

Apparatus: 

8086 microprocessor kit 

Key board 

Stepper motor 

Stepper motor Interface Board 

Explanation: 

A motor in which the rotor is able to assume only discrete stationary angular position is a stepper 

motor. The basic two-phase motor has two pairs of stator poles with its own windings. The 

excitation of any one winding generates a north and South Pole gets induced at the diametrically 

opposite sides. 

The stator frame is continuous and magnetic field passes through the cylindrical annular ring. The 
rotor magnetic system has two end faces. The left face is magnetized permanently as south pole 
and right face as north pole. North pole structure is twisted with respect to south pole structure 
such that south pole comes in between two north poles.Step angle is the minimum degree of 
rotation associated with single step. Revolution is the number of steps needed to complete one 
rotation or 360 degree. 

STEP SEQUENCE – 2 PHASE SCHEME  

Anti Clockwise Rotation Value Clockwise Rotation Value 

Step A1 A2 B1 B2 A1 A2 B1 B2 

1 1 0 0 1 09 1 0 1 0 0A 

2. 0 1 0 1 05 0 1 1 0 06 

3. 0 1 1 0 06 0 1 0 1 05 

4. 1 0 1 0 0A 1 0 0 1 09 

Algorithm: 

1. Load the stepping sequence in DI register 
2. Move the count value to CL register. 
3. Move the contents of destination index to AL. 
4. Output the loaded values between delay 
5. Decrement the contents of DX register 
6. If no zero jump to the L1 
7. Increment destination index register. 
8. Loop to loop1. 
9. Move the delay value to BX register. 
10. Decrement the contents of BX register 
11. If no zero jump to L2. 
12. Jump to beginning address 
13. Stop the program. 
14. Load the look up table values before execution 
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Square Wave Generation using 8253 interface with 8086: 

Apparatus: 

8086 microprocessor kit 

Key board 

8253 Interface Board 

Explanation: 

8253 acts as Timer/Counter. It generates accurate time delays and square waves. It contains three 
16 bit independent counters. The device has 6 different counting modes including square wave 
generation and monostable operation. 

Control word: 

0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 

    D7      D0 

 D7:D6  - Counter 0 

 D5:D4  - LSB first MSB next 

 D3:D1  - Square wave rate generator 

              D0  -   Binary Code 

Divisor Value: 

 Divisor Value = Clock frequency of Counter0 

                                             Desired Frequency 

Algorithm: 

1. Load the Control word 
2. Output the value through the port 
3. Load the divisor value to count the specific frequency (LSB value) 
4. Output the value through the port 
5. Load the divisor value to count the specific frequency (MSB value) 
6. Output the value through the port 
7. Stop the program. 
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Interfacing 7-segment display with 8086: 
  

Explanation: 

A 7-Segment display is a useful electronic component use to produce numeric, alphabetic and some 

non-alphabetic symbols using a specific arrangement of LEDs. A 7-Segment display has 10-

Pins representing each a, b, c, b, e, f, gand h LEDs respectively along with two extra pins for GND and 

VSS. Following shown an original 7-Segment display device along with its pin diagram. LED h is also 

denoted by symbol dp. 

 

 

7-segment display, it is composed of 8 LEDs, 7 segments are arranged as a rectangle for symbol 

displaying and there is an additional segment for decimal point displaying. In order to simplify 

connecting, anodes and cathodes of all diodes are connected to the common pin so that there are 

common anode displays and common cathode displays, respectively. Segments are marked with the 

letters from A to G, plus DP, as shown in the figure on the left. On connecting, each diode is treated 

separately, which means that each must have its own current limiting resistor. A seven segment 

display, as its name indicates, is composed of seven elements. Individually on or off, they can be 

combined to produce simplified representations of the Arabic numerals. Often the seven segments 

are arranged in an oblique (slanted) arrangement, which aids readability. In most applications, the 

seven segments are of nearly uniform shape and size (usually elongated hexagons, though 

trapezoids and rectangles can also be used), though in the case of adding machines, the vertical 

segments are longer and more oddly shaped at the ends in an effort to further enhance readability.  

7 – SEGMENT TYPES 

There are two types of seven segment display available, namely, 

 Common anode display and 
 Common cathode display 
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DIODE DATA STATUS 

COMMON CATHODE 0 ON 

  1 OFF 

COMMON ANODE 1 ON 

  0 OFF 

 
13.4 PRE-LAB QUESTIONS  

1 What is the purpose of the following instructions: 
a. MOV 
b. ROR 
c. DEC 
d. LOOP 
e. IN 
f. OUT 
g. JBE 
h. JNZ 
i. ROL 
j. XLAT 

2 Write the instruction formats for the above instructions? 
3 What is the use of assembler directive “ASSUME”, “OFFSET”? 
4 What is USART? 
5 Define A/D and D/A converters? 
6 To interface an A/D converter with the microprocessor, what does the microprocessor do? 

 
 

13.5 LAB ASSIGNMENT 
 
1. Formulate an Assembly Language Program to interface 8255 to 8086 and observe the following: 

a. Blink all LEDs connected to port B on/off with 2ms delay 
b. Blink LEDs alternatively connected to port A with 10 ms time delay. 

2. Write a series of processor instructions by using Assembly Language Programming for interfacing 
7 segment displays to 8086 and refresh the data 10ms and 100ms. 
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3. Compose an Assembly Language Program to interface stepper motor to 8086 and observe the 
following: 

a. 5 rotations in clockwise direction 
b. 5 rotations in anticlockwise direction 
c. Continuous rotation in clockwise direction at much faster speed 

4.  Formulate an Assembly Language Program to interface D/A converters to 8086 and observe the 
following: 

a. Square wave 
b. Ramp signal 
c. Sinusoidal wave 

5. Compose an Assembly Language Program to interface 8251 with 8086 at an address 80H. 
Initialize it in asynchronous transmit mode, with 7bit character size, band factor 16, one start bit, 
one stop bit, even parity enable. Further transmit a message “”HAPPY NEW YEAR”” in ASCII 
coded form to a modem. 

6. Write an Assembly Language Program to interface A/D converters to 8086? 
7. Formulate an Assembly Language Programming for getting elevator display with 8086? 
8. Compose an Assembly Language Program to observe traffic signals by interfacing controller to 

8086. Observe changes in signals like Red, straight, left, right, pedestrian etc. 
 
13.6 POST-LAB QUESTIONS 
 

1. Derive the opcodes for the instructions used in the program? 
2. Give the flags which are affected after calculating GCD & Factorial? 
3. How many bytes of memory are needed for the following instructions: 

1 IN 03H 
2 OUT 20H 
3 INC SI 
4 DEC DI 

 

4. Write down the output control signals used in 8255A PPI? 

5. What is the use of mode 2 in 8255A PPI? 

6. Write the input/output feature in Mode 0 for the 8255A PPI? 

13.7 RESULT 

 Here 8086 was interfaced successfully with devices like 8255, ADC, DAC and outputs were 

observed on respective devices. 
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VIVA QUESTIONS 

1. Define microprocessor? 
A microprocessor is a multipurpose, programmable, clock-driven, register-based electronic device 
that reads binary instructions from a storage device called memory accepts binary data as input and 
processes data according to instructions, and provides result as output. 
 
2.Define microcomputer? 
A computer that is designed using a microprocessor as its CPU. It includes microprocessor, memory, 
and I/O. 
 
3.Define ROM? 
A memory that stores binary information permanently. The information can be read from this 
memory but cannot be altered. 
 
4.What is an ALU? 
The group of circuits that provides timing and signals to all operation in the computer and controls 
data flow. 
 
5. Define small-scale integration? 
The process of designing a few circuits on a single chip. The term refers to the technology used to 
fabricate logic gates on a chip. 
 
6. What is an instruction? 
An instruction is a binary pattern entered through an input device in memory to command the 
microprocessor to perform specific function. 
 
7.What are the four primary operations of a MPU? 
1.Memory read 
2.Memory write 
3.I/O read 
4.I/O write 
 
8.What do you mean by address bus? 
The address bus is a group of 16 lines generally identified as A0 to A15. The address bus is 
unidirectional: bits flow from MPU to peripheral devices. 
 
9. How many memory locations can be addressed by a microprocessor with 14 address lines? 
The 8085 MPU with its 14-bit address is capable of addressing 214 =16,384 (ie) 16K memory 
locations. 
 
10. Why is the data bus bi-directional? 
The data bus is bi-directional because the data flow in both directions between the MPU and 
memory and peripheral devices. 
 
11. What is the function of the accumulator? 
The accumulator is the register used to store the 8-bit data to perform the arithmetic and logical 
operations. 
 
12. Define control bus? 
This is single line that is generated by the MPU to provide timing of various operations. 
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14. What is a flag? 
The data conditions, after arithmetic or logical operations, are indicated by setting or resetting the 
flip-flops called flags. 
 
15. Why are the program counter and the stack pointer 16-bit registers? 
Memory locations for the program counter and stack pointer have 16-bit addresses. So the PC and 
SP have 16-bit registers. 
 
16. Define memory word? 
The number of bits stored in a register is called a memory word. 
 
17.Specify the number of registers and memory cells required in a 128 x 4 memory chip? 
Number of registers = 128 
Memory cells required is 128 x 4=512 
 
18.Explain the function of ALE and IO/M signals in the 8086 architecture? 
The ALE signal goes high at the beginning of each machine cycle indicating the availability of the 
address on the address bus, and the signal is used to latch the low- order address bus. The IO/M 
signal is a status signal indicating whether the machine cycle is I/O or memory operation.The IO/M 
signal is combined with the RD and WR control signals to generate IOR, IOW, MEMW,MEMR . 
 
19.If the 8086 adds 87H and 79H, specify the contents of the accumulator and the status of the S, 
Z, and CY flag? 
The sum of 87H and 79H =100H. Therefore, the accumulator will have 00H, and the flags will be S =0, 
Z = 1, CY = 1 
 
20.Write down the control and status signals? 
Two Control signals and three status signals 
Control signals: RD and WR 
Status signals: IO/M, S1, S2 
 
21. Define machine cycle? 
Machine cycle is defined, as the time required completing one operation of accessing memory, I/O, 
or acknowledging an external request. 
 
22. Define T-state? 
T-state is defined as one subdivision of the operation of performed in one clock period. 
 
23.What is a transparent latch? Why is it necessary to latch with output devices such as LED’s? 
A transparent latch is a flip-flop; its output changes according to input when the clock signal is high, 
and it latches the input on the trailing edge of the clock. The latch is necessary for output devices to 
retain the result; otherwise the result will disappear 
 
24.Give the bit positions reserved for the flags? 
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 
S Z   AC   P   CY 
 
 
25. Define instruction cycle? 
Instruction cycle is defined, as the time required completing the execution of the instruction. 
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INSTRUCTION SET: 
 
1.What is an instruction set? 
The entire group of instructions, determines what functions the microprocessor can perform is 
called instruction set. 
 
2.Give the functional categories of 8086 microinstructions? o Data transfer operations 
o Arithmetic operations o Logical operations 
o Branching operations 
o Machine control operations 
 
3.Define Opcode and operand? 
The operation to be performed is called Opcode. The data to be operated is called operand. 
 
4. Define the types of branching operations? 
Jump: to test the conditions 
Call, Return, And Restart: Change the sequence of the program 
 
5. Define two-byte instruction with one example? 
In a 2-byte instruction, the first byte specifies the Opcode; the second byte specifies the operand. 
Example: Opcode operand binary code hex code   
            

First byte 
  MVI A, Data 0011 1110 3E   
      DATA Data   second byte 
              
6. Write instructions to load the hexadecimal numbers 65H in register C, and 92h in the 
accumulator A .Display the number 65H at PORT0 and 92H at PORT1? 
MVI C, 65H   
MVI A, 92H   
OUT PORT1 ; DISPLAY 92H 
MOV A, C ; COPY C INTO A FOR DISPLAY 
OUT PORT0 ; DISPLAY 65H 
HLT     
 
7.What operation can be performed by using the instruction ADD A? 
The instruction ADD a will add the content of the accumulator to itself; this is equivalent to 
multiplying by 2. 
 
8.What operation can be performed by using the instruction SUB A? Specify the status of Z and 
CY? 
The instruction SUB a will clear the accumulator. The flag status will be CY = 0 and Z = 1. 

9. How is the instruction set classified? 
The instruction set is classified in three groups according to the word size: 1-byte instruction 
2-byte instruction 
3-byte instruction 
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10. What is JNC 16-bit address? 
It change the program sequence to the location specified by the 16-bit address if the carry flag is 
reset . 
 
11. Give the instructions that perform the logical operations? 

AND, OR, Exclusive-OR 
Rotate 
Compare 
Complement 

 
12. What is a three-byte instruction? 
In a three-byte instruction, the first byte specifies the Opcode, and the following two bytes specifies 
the 16- bit address. 
 
13. Define a program? 
A program is a sequence of instructions written to tell the computer to perform a specific function. 
 
14. Define ASCII code? 
ASCII code is a 7-bit code that represents both decimal numbers, alphabets. Extended ASCII is an 8-
bit code. 
 
15. What is STA in data transfer instruction? 
Copy the data from the accumulator in the memory location specified by the 16-bit address 
 
16. What is an IN instruction? 
This is a 2-byte instruction. It accepts data from the input port specified in the second byte. 
 
17. What is an OUT instruction? 
This is a 2-byte instruction. It sends the content of the accumulator to the output port specified in 
the second byte. 
 
18. Give the difference between JZ and JNZ? 
JZ change the program sequence to the location specified by the 16-bit address if the zero flag is set 
JNZ change the program sequence to the location specified by the 16-bit address if the zero flag is 
reset. 
 
19. What is CMA? 
Complements the data in the accumulator. 
 
20. What is CALL instruction? 
CALL instruction change the sequence to the location of a subroutine. 
 
UNIT 3 
 
1.Why the number of out ports in the peripheral-mapped I/O is restricted to 256 ports? 
The number of output ports in the peripheral I/O is restricted to 256 ports because the operand of 
the OUT instruction is 8-bits; it can have only 256 combinations 
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2. If an input and output port can have the same 8-bit address how does the 8085 differentiate 
between the ports? 
In The 8085 differentiates between the input and output ports of the same address by the control 
signal. The input port requires the RD and the output port requires the WR signal. 
 
3. What are the control signals necessary in the memory mapped I/O? 
RD, WR, I/O (low) 
 
4.Why a latch is used for the output port and a tri-state buffer is used for the input port? 
A latch is necessary to hold the output data for display. The input data byte is obtained by enabling a 
tri-state buffer and placed in the accumulator. 
 
5.What happens when the 8086 execute the out instruction? 
When the 8086 executes the out instruction, in the third machine cycle, it places the output port 
address on the low-order address bus, duplicates the same port address on the high-order bus, 
places the contents of the accumulator on the data bus and asserts the control signal WR. 
 
6. How will the port number be affected if we decode the high-order address lines A15 – A8 rather 
than A7 – A0? 
The port address will remain the same because the I/O port address is duplicated on both segments 
of the address bus. 
 
7. Define Memory mapped I/O? 
Instead of a memory register, if an output device is connected at the address, the accumulator 
contents will be transferred to the output device. This is called memory mapped I/O. 
 
8. What is an interrupt I/O? 
The interrupt I/O is a process of data transfer whereby an external device or a peripheral can inform 
the processor that it is ready for communication and it requests attention 
 
9. What is Partial Decoding? 
The output port can be selected by decoding some of the address lines is called partial decoding 
 
UNIT 4 
 
1. What is the purpose for the 8255 PPI? 
The 8255A is a widely used, programmable, parallel I/O device.It can be programmed to transfer 
data under various conditions, from simple I/O to interrupt I/O. 
 
2. List the operating modes of 8255A PPI? 
Two 8-bit ports (A and B) 
Two 4-bit ports (Cu and CL) 
Data bus buffer 
Control logic 
 
3.Specify the bit of a control word for the 8255, which differentiates between the I/O mode and 
the BSR mode? 
BSR mode D7= 0, and I/O mode D5 = 1 
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4.Write the input/output feature in Mode 0 for the 8255A PPI? 
Outputs are latched 
Inputs are not latched 
Ports do not have handshake or interrupt capability 
 
5. Write the control word format in the BSR mode? 
  D7   D6 D5   D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 
                      
  0   X X   X Bit Select   S/R 
                      
                      
                      
 BSR mode Not used         

 
Set = 1 

      
Generally Set= 0 

      
             

6.Write down the output control signals used in 8255A PPI? 
OBF output Buffer Full 
ACK Acknowledge 
INTR Interrupt request 
INTE Interrupt Enable 
 
7. What is the use of mode 2 in 8255A PPI? 
This mode is used primarily in applications such as data transfer between two computers or floppy 
disk controller interface. 


